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Efficient focusing of optical fields at the nanoscale holds immense potential for chemical sensing,
photodetection, spectroscopy, and optical information processing. Transitioning this potential
to applications however require the development of techniques to integrate these optoelectronic
nanoparticle architectures into mechanically robust, spatially ordered arrays and films. Focusing
on solution dispersions of gold nanorods (AuNR) and transition metal dichalcogenides (TMDs), we
will discuss current efforts on fabrication, exfoliation, and functionalization of these building blocks
with polymers. The tunability of the hard-soft architecture via the size and shape of the nanoparticle
core and the areal density, composition, and molecular weight of the polymer grafts leads to
chimeric characteristics; and thus opportunities to design inks and high inorganic fraction systems
with ordered morphology while retaining the necessary processibility to create high-performance
films and fibers. Post-processing, such as by laser reshaping, enables voxelated films or multinotch optical filters from a single feedstock, further expanding potential. Further improvement
our understanding of synthetic and assembly mechanisms is crucial to integrating such platform
technologies into the manufacturing of compact sensors, optical modulators and specialty coatings.
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